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 Executive Summary (One Minute Read)

AB (a pseudonym) v Independent Broad-based Anti-corruption Commission (HCA) - the
“adverse material” the IBAC has to provide to a proposed subject of adverse comment
includes, not only the comment, but the evidence on which the comment is based - however,
the IBAC had largely complied with its obligations (I B C)

Redland City Council v Kozik (HCA) - Council was required to make restitution of an invalidly
imposed levy, even that part of the levy that had already been spent on works allegedly for the
benefit of the levy-payers (I B C)

Burrows v The Ship ‘Merlion’ (FCA) - plaintiff had established Admiralty jurisdiction in most of
the claims he sought to bring in rem against a ship (B C I)

Wilson v SAS Trustee Corporation (NSWCA) - trustee of the Police Superannuation Scheme
did not have power to issue a new certificate, adding PTSD to the infirmities suffered by the
appellant, 17 years after discharge and issue of the original certificate (I B)

Neville’s Bus Service Pty Ltd v Total Group Constructions Pty Ltd (NSWSC) - principal
under construction contract was entitled to the amount required to rectify the building, not
merely the difference in value between the building contracted for and the building constructed
(I B C)

Allianz Australia Insurance Limited v Yu (NSWSC) - insurer succeeded against a claimant
who had falsely claimed to suffer psychiatric injury, under both the tort of deceit and s118 of the 
Motor Accidents Compensation Act 1999 (NSW) (I B)
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LPY Investments Pty Ltd v JY Property Pty Ltd & Anor (VSC) - caveat lodged by purported
unitholder under unit trust removed, as unitholders did not have the requisite interest in the
assets of the trust under the trust deed (I B C)

Final Stop Pty Ltd v QBE Insurance (Australia) Ltd (Ruling) (VSC) - defendant in
subrogated proceedings brought by an insurer was entitled to inspect documents in related
proceedings between the insurer and an assignee of the insured that were relevant to whether
the insurer was entitled to subrogation (I B)

Moore v Goldhagen (VSCA) - primary judge had erred by not taking into account that the
respondent had not given evidence, where the respondent alone was in a position to contradict
the applicant’s evidence (I B)

V Quattro Pty Ltd v Townsville Pharmacy No 4 Pty Ltd (QCA) - exercise of call option was
valid, even though the contractual premium had been paid after the contractually required time
(I B)

Ingeteam Australia Pty Ltd v Susan River Solar Pty Limited & Ors (QSC) - adjudicator
under the Building Industry Fairness (Security of Payment) Act 2017 (Qld) committed
jurisdictional error in finding he did not have jurisdiction (I B C)

Davie v Manuel (WASCA) - the primary judge had not erred in finding no causation between
the lack of a working speedometer in a car and the appellant running off the road due to driving
too fast (I)

Pastor v Aegis Aged Care Staff Pty Ltd [No 4] (WASCA) - primary judge had correctly
refused an extension of time to commence defamation proceedings, where there was no
evidence that it was objectively not reasonable in the circumstances to have commenced within
time (I)
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 Summaries With Link (Five Minute Read) 

AB (a pseudonym) v Independent Broad-based Anti-corruption Commission [2024] HCA
10
High Court of Australia
Gageler CJ, Gordon, Edelman, Steward, Gleeson, Jagot, & Beech-Jones JJ
Administrative law - the Victorian Independent Broad-based Anti-corruption Commission
conducted an investigation into allegations of unauthorised access to, and disclosure of, internal
email accounts of a public body - a senior officer of a registered organisation under the Fair
Work (Registered Organisations) Act 2009 (Cth) gave evidence in a private examination - the
IBAC provided the officer with a draft report containing proposed adverse findings against the
officer and others - the IBAC provided the officer with the transcript of his examination and
copies of the documents shown to him, but refused to provide the transcripts of the other
witness examinations or the other documents it had relied on - the officer commenced
proceedings in the Supreme Court of Victoria, seeking a declaration that the IBAC had failed to
comply with s162(3) of the Independent Broad-based Anti-corruption Commission Act 2011
(Vic), which required it to provide the officer with a reasonable opportunity to respond to
"adverse material" - a single judge held the IBAC had adequately complied with s162(3) - the
Court of Appeal refused leave to appeal - the officer was granted special leave to appeal to the
High Court - held: the Court of Appeal had erred in construing "adverse material" as meaning an
adverse comment or opinion of the IBAC - rather, "adverse material" referred to the evidentiary
material said by IBAC to justify an adverse comment or opinion - notwithstanding this error of
construction, the Court of Appeal's findings meant that, with the exception of one statement in
the draft report, the officer failed to establish it had not complied with s162(3) - the IBAC had
provided the officer with the substance or gravamen of the matters adverse to him, and afforded
him a reasonable opportunity to respond to that material - regarding the one exception, the
IBAC undertook to the Court that it would not submit to Parliament a report containing that
comment or opinion - appeal formally allowed to a limited extent but in substance dismissed.
AB (a pseudonym) (I B C)
[From Benchmark Thursday, 14 March 2024]

Redland City Council v Kozik [2024] HCA 7
High Court of Australia
Gageler CJ, Gordon, Edelman, Steward, & Jagot JJ
Local government - a Council levied special charges on persons who owned land with water
frontage - Council later became aware that the resolutions to levy the special charges were
invalid - Council refunded the unspent portion of the special charges, but refused to refund the
remainder on the basis that it had been spent on works to the benefit of those who had paid -
the respondents commenced a representative action seeking repayment of the remainder - a
single judge of the Queensland Supreme Court held the respondents were entitled to recover
the remainder as a debt under regulations under the Local Government Act 2009 (Qld) - the
majority of the Court of Appeal held that the respondents were not entitled to recover as a debt,
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but were entitled to recover as restitution on the ground of mistake of law - Council was granted
special leave to appeal, and the respondents were granted special leave to cross-appeal
against the finding they could not recover as a debt - held (by Gordon, Edelman, & Steward JJ;
Gageler CJ and Jagot J agreeing for different reasons): on their proper construction, the
regulations applied only where there was a valid resolution to levy the charges, but the charges
were then incorrectly levied - the Court of Appeal had therefore been correct to find that the
remainder was not recoverable as a debt - held further (by Gordon, Edelman, & Steward JJ;
Gageler CJ and Jagot J dissenting): mistake of law gave the respondents a prima facie ground
for restitution of the remainder of the levies - restitution would not cause any failure of the basis
on which works had been performed by Council, as Council had been obliged to perform those
works irrespective of the impugned levies - the respondents and other group members did not
benefit from the works in the sense in which the concept of benefit operates in the law of unjust
enrichment - to recognise a defence of good consideration based on a benefit to the
respondents would stultify the operation of the Local Government Act - Council therefore had no
defence of good consideration - it was unnecessary to consider whether Australian law should
recognise the Woolwich principle, set out by Lord Goff in Woolwich Equitable Building Society v
Inland Revenue Commissioners [1993] AC 70, that money paid by a citizen to a public authority
in the form of taxes or other levies paid pursuant to an ultra vires demand by the authority is
prima facie recoverable by the citizen as of right" - no separate defence of "Recipient Not
Unjustly Enriched" as set out in §62 of the US Restatement (Third) Restitution and Unjust
Enrichment should be recognised in Australian law - "unjust enrichment" is a conclusion of a
process of reasoning, not a premise that is capable of direct application - it would also be too
large a step to recognise, without argument and without evidence, an extended defence of
change of position and fiscal chaos applying only to taxing authorities - Council was liable to
make restitution - Gageler CJ and Jagot, in dissent, were of the opinion that Council had not
been unjustly enriched when viewed in the context of the statutory obligations and entitlements
of Council and the respondents under the scheme of the Local Government Act and the Coastal
Protection and Management Act 1995 (Qld) - appeal and cross-appeal both dismissed.
Redland City Council (I B C)
[From Benchmark Thursday, 14 March 2024]

Burrows v The Ship ’Merlion’ [2024] FCA 220
Federal Court of Australia
Sarah C Derrington J
Admiralty law - the plaintiff claimed to be the owner of a ship, The Merlion, which he contracted
to trade-in for a new vessel to be built by PMY - after taking possession of The Merlion, PMY
went into liquidation - the plaintiff terminated the contract - the sole director of PMY purported to
transfer ownership in The Merlion to Thurlow, who kept it moored at his private jetty - the
plaintiff commenced proceedings in rem against The Merlion, seeking a declaration that he was
the sole beneficial owner, an injunction requiring Thurlow to give possession or transfer title,
and damages for conversion, detinue, and under the Australian Consumer Law - the plaintiff
asserted Admiralty jurisdiction in that each of his claims was a proprietary maritime claim
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concerning a ship that founded an action in rem under s16 of the Admiralty Act 1988 (Cth) - the
Admiralty Marshal arrested The Merlion pursuant to an arrest warrant taken out by the plaintiff -
Thurlow contested jurisdiction and also sought summary dismissal even if jurisdiction were
established - held: a "proprietary maritime claim" is defined by s4(2) of the Admiralty Act - such
jurisdiction does not depend on any factual precondition, but rather on the claim having the legal
character of a claim relating to possession of or title to, or ownership of, a ship - claims that The
Merlion was held on trust, for knowing receipt under Barnes v Addy, and for an alleged sham,
were proprietary maritime claims - claim under the Australian Consumer Law, based on a series
of alleged misleading or deceptive pre-contractual and contractual representations in respect of
PMY’s capacity, was not a proprietary maritime claim, and should be struck out as
impermissibly commenced in the same proceedings as the in rem claims, contrary to r18 of the 
Admiralty Rules - the plaintiff had a reasonable prospect of establishing the trust claim, the 
Barnes v Addy claim, and liability in conversion or detinue - he had no reasonable prospect of
establishing the sham claim, which should be struck out - the prayer that the Admiralty Marshal
provide the plaintiff with possession was entirely misconceived, as the Merlion was not in the
Marshal’s possession, but was rather in the Marshal’s custody, and possession remained with
whoever was lawfully entitled to it - further the plaintiff had had The Merlion arrested and had
caused her to be in the Marshal’s custody, and, should he wish The Merlion to be released
from arrest, the relevant procedure was provided for in the Admiralty Rules.
Burrows (B C I)
[From Benchmark Friday, 15 March 2024]

Wilson v SAS Trustee Corporation [2024] NSWCA 53
Court of Appeal of New South Wales
Leeming & Kirk JJA, & Griffiths AJ
Workers compensation - the appellant was a former NSW police officer who was medically
discharged in 2000 after the Police Superannuation Advisory Committee certified under s10B of
the Police Regulation (Superannuation) Act 1906 (NSW) that he was unfit for duties because he
suffered from the infirmity of "chondromalcia (sic) patellae left knee" - a delegate of the
Commissioner determined under s10B(3)(a) of the Act that the appellant's infirmity was caused
by him being "hurt on duty" - in 2017, the appellant applied under s10(1A)(b) of the Act for his
annual superannuation allowance to be increased and backdated to 2000 on the basis of an
increase in his incapacity for work outside the Police Force, and for his certificate to be
amended to include the infirmity of PTSD - the trustee of the Police Superannuation Scheme
held that it was functus officio, and had no power to amend the certificate - the appellant
commenced proceedings in the District Court - the District Court dismissed the proceedings -
the appellant appealed - held: while there are different requirements pertaining to the two paths
to certification under ss10B(1) and (2) respectively, those requirements serve a common goal of
promoting finality and certainty in the scheme - the scheme is not one which contemplates the
possibility of a disabled member of the Police Force who is discharged and is granted an annual
superannuation allowance under s10, after meeting the requirements of s10B(1), applying
subsequently and possibly many years later with reference to a different infirmity of body or
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mind - the Court did not accept the appellant's submission that the task of statutory
interpretation here was greatly assisted by the proposition that the Act confers valuable rights
on police officers in exchange for their services and it should be viewed as remedial or
beneficial - while it may be accepted that a central purpose of the legislation is to confer benefits
on members of the Police Force, the Act also imposes certain limitations on both eligibility to be
granted those benefits and the amount of the benefits - nor was the appellant's preferred
interpretation supported by the notion of "accrued rights", which simply begged the question as
to the nature and content of those rights, which turned on a proper construction of the relevant
provisions - appeal dismissed.
View Decision (I B)
[From Benchmark Thursday, 14 March 2024]

Neville's Bus Service Pty Ltd v Total Group Constructions Pty Ltd [2024] NSWSC 215
Supreme Court of New South Wales
Ball J
Building and construction - Neville's Bus Services was the successful tenderer to provide public
bus services to Transport for NSW in a region in southwest Sydney - in anticipation that it might
be the successful tenderer, it entered into a call option to acquire a large parcel of land to be
developed as a bus depot - it engaged Total Group Constructions to assist it in locating the
land, preparing design specification for the depot, and applying for development consent - Total
Group Constructions engaged MSL Consulting Engineers to prepare the structural design and
documentation for the bus and carparking pavement slab which formed a major part of the
development - following the success of the tender, Neville's exercised the option and entered
into a construction contract with Total Group Constructions - Neville's alleged the construction
was not constructed in accordance with the construction contract defective, particularly
regarding the concrete slab - Neville's sued Total Group Constructions and MSL, and settled
with MSL - held: having regard to admissions made and the conclusions of the experts there
was no dispute on liability - essentially the whole pavement of the slab had to be replaced and
Neville's damages must be assessed on that basis - Neville's was entitled to have a building
erected in accordance with the contract, and its damage was the loss which it had sustained by
Total Group Constructions' failure to perform its obligations - the loss could not be measured by
comparing the value of the building which had been erected with the value the building would
have borne if erected in accordance with the contract - rather, the loss had to be measured by
ascertaining the amount required to rectify the defects complained of, and so give Neville's the
equivalent of a building substantially in accordance with the contract - the principal qualification
to this general principle is that, not only must the work undertaken be necessary to produce
conformity, but that must also be a reasonable course to adopt" - the test of "unreasonableness"
is only to be satisfied "by fairly exceptional circumstances", such as where the proposed
rectification is out of all proportion to the benefit to be obtained - the Court assessed various
heads of damages.
View Decision (I B C)
[From Benchmark Tuesday, 12 March 2024]
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Allianz Australia Insurance Limited v Yu [2024] NSWSC 31
Supreme Court of New South Wales
Weinstein J
Motor accidents - the defendant was a Korean immigrant who was involved in a motor vehicle
accident in 2013 - he claimed that he suffered a severe deterioration in his mental health which
caused him significant disabilities, particularly a severe and debilitating depression - he made a
claim under the Motor Accidents Compensation Act 1999 (NSW) which was settled with the
plaintiff insurer - the insurer later commenced enquiries and came to the view that the defendant
had knowingly made false and misleading representations with respect to his psychiatric
condition, and that he had either suffered no psychiatric disability, or alternatively, that he had
suffered a psychiatric condition of far less severity than he represented to the insurer leading up
to and at the time of the settlement - the insurer commenced proceedings in the tort of deceit or
alternatively under s118 of the Motor Accidents Compensation Act - held: the parties agreed
that, for the purposes of these proceedings, there was no practical difference between the tort
of deceit and the statutory action pursuant to s118 - the elements of the tort of deceit are: (1) a
representation of fact that is conveyed to the claimant by the representor's words or conduct; (2)
knowledge on the part of the representor that the representation is false or failing that (a) the
absence of a genuine belief that it is true, or (b) recklessness as to whether it is true or false; (3)
an intention on the part of the representor that the claimant (or a class including the claimant)
should act upon the representation; (4) action by the claimant in reliance upon the
representations that was induced by the representation; and (5) damage as a result of the
reliance - an insurer who knew certain representations were clearly false is not necessarily
precluded from arguing that it relied on those representations, and the question is whether the
false statement was material in the sense it was likely to induce the insurer to enter into a
contract or agreement - it is not relevant in the tort of deceit to ask whether the plaintiff might
have discovered that a defendant's representation was false - on the evidence, for
approximately one year, the defendant, aided by his wife, had knowingly and falsely
misrepresented his psychiatric condition to the insurer and medical practitioner - the insurer had
made out its case in both the tort of deceit and under s118.
View Decision (I B)
[From Benchmark Tuesday, 12 March 2024]

LPY Investments Pty Ltd v JY Property Pty Ltd & Anor [2024] VSC 94
Supreme Court of Victoria
Cosgrave J
Caveats - a husband and wife and their respective companies were involved in substantial
contested litigation in the Federal Circuit and Family Court - the wife's company owned a
number of properties as trustee of a hybrid unit trust, and the wife claimed to be the only
unitholder - the husband claimed the wife's company was a special purpose vehicle established
to buy and develop land, and he had been a director of that company from 2010 to 2023, and
that his company was still a unitholder of the unit trust - the husband's company lodged caveats
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over the properties - the wife's company applied for a caveat to be removed, pursuant to s90(3)
of the Transfer of Land Act 1958 (Vic) - held: caveats under the Torrens system are treated as
analogous to applications for interlocutory injunctive, and, when application is made for their
removal, the the onus falls on the caveator to satisfy the two-stage test of reasonable issue to
be tried and balance of convenience - the caveator must establish an interest in the actual land
the subject of the caveat, not merely that the caveator has rights (whether contractual,
equitable, or statutory) against the caveatee - one must not simply rely upon labels such as "unit
trust" or "discretionary trust" in determining whether a beneficiary has an interest in the assets
of the trust, but rather one must carefully examine the terms of the trust deed to establish the
specific rights and entitlements granted - having regard to: the limited interest of a unitholder
under the trust deed in this case, the breadth of the trustee's discretionary powers, the inability
of a unitholder to legally compel the trustee to act in any particular manner, the absence of a
term that a beneficial interest in the assets of the trust vested in the unitholders, and that each
unit entitled the registered holder, together with the registered holders of the other units, to the
beneficial interest in the trust fund as an entirety but that no unit holder had any entitlement to
any particular security or investment or any part thereof, the Court found that the husband's
company did not have a sufficient interest in the properties to support a caveat - even if the
caveator ultimately proved the claimed rights, the case was sufficiently weak that the balance of
convenience was against retention of the caveat until trial in any event - the caveat unduly
limited the exercise of the trustee's powers and, quite possibly, was lodged for an inappropriate
purpose - caveat withdrawn.
LPY Investments Pty Ltd (I B C)
[From Benchmark Monday, 11 March 2024]

Final Stop Pty Ltd v QBE Insurance (Australia) Ltd (Ruling) [2024] VSC 101
Supreme Court of Victoria
Waller J
Civil procedure - an insurer commenced proceedings against various defendants in the
insured's name, pursuant to its rights of subrogation - the insurer, the insured, and various
assignees of the insured's rights entered into a deed providing for the distribution of any funds
recovered - one of the assignees gave the insurer notice it would exercise an option in the deed
to assume conduct of the proceedings - it then commenced proceedings against the insurer
seeking orders that the insurer transfer the conduct of the subrogated proceedings to it, and
restraining the insurer from taking any steps from settling or compromising those proceedings -
a defendant in the subrogated proceedings applied under r28.05 of the Supreme Court (General
Civil Procedure) Rules 2015 (Vic) for leave to inspect and obtain copies of documents filed in
the assignee's proceedings against the insurer, which it contended were relevant to its case -
the insurer opposed the application - held: r28.05 makes it clear that affidavits, exhibits, and
written submissions which are not read or relied on in open court may nonetheless be inspected
with leave of the Court in appropriate circumstances - the discretion to grant leave must be
exercised in the interests of justice, having regard to all the relevant circumstances - the
exercise of discretion involves the weighing of any real utility of disclosure as against the
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interest in preserving the confidential and personal nature of the documents - in circumstances
where carriage of the subrogated proceedings had shifted from the insurer to an assignee and
back to the insurer, the applicant was entitled to know whether the case was being prosecuted
against it on a proper basis - the documents it sought were forensically related to issues that
had arisen in the subrogated proceedings, namely whether the continued conduct of those
proceedings was an abuse of process and whether the insurer's right of subrogation had been
irrevocably waived or otherwise extinguished - the insurer's motivation for its decision to
discontinue the proceeding in 2022, and to resume it in 2023, was relevant to the abuse of
process issue, and the documents sought were likely to contain evidence of communications
between the assignee and the insurer that would shed light on the insurer's motivation - the
documents sought were also relevant to whether the execution and performance of the deed
had any effect on the insurer's right of subrogation - the applicant should be granted leave to
inspect and obtain copies of the documents it sought.
Final Stop Pty Ltd (I B)
[From Benchmark Wednesday, 13 March 2024]

Moore v Goldhagen [2024] VSCA 25
Court of Appeal of Victoria
Beach, Niall JJA & J Forest AJA
Negligence - the applicant claimed he had been struck by a bus driven by the respondent and
sustained physical and psychological injuries - the respondent did not give evidence and the
applicant maintained that he had been struck by the bus - the primary judge dismissed the
claim, and did not accept that the applicant was a credible witness, and was not satisfied on the
balance of probabilities that the incident occurred as described by the applicant or that there
had been any negligence on the part of the respondent - the applicant sought leave to appeal -
held: essentially, this case was a contest between the applicant and the respondent - the
proposition in Blatch v Archer that all evidence is to be weighed according to the proof which it
was in the power of one side to have produced, and in the power of the other to have
contradicted, stands for a wider proposition than that of the drawing of inferences as the result
of the failure to call a relevant witness, and goes to the heart of the evaluation by the trier of fact
of contested issues in a case such as this, where a party to the litigation who can contradict an
opposing account is not called - the primary judge placed no emphasis whatsoever on the fact
that the defendant, who could have contradicted the applicant's account of the incident, was not
called - further, there was no admissible evidence of certain prior inconsistent statements the
primary judge found the applicant had made - it was unnecessary to address whether the
judgment was against the weight of the evidence - leave to appeal granted, appeal allowed, and
matter remitted for hearing.
Moore (I B)
[From Benchmark Tuesday, 12 March 2024]

V Quattro Pty Ltd v Townsville Pharmacy No 4 Pty Ltd [2024] QCA 34
Court of Appeal of Queensland
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Mullins P, Bond JA, & Kelly J
Contracts - the appellant granted the respondent a written call option to purchase a pharmacy
business - the call option agreement had recited that the grantor granted the option to the
grantee in consideration of receiving the premium (defined as $10), and had provided that the
grantee must pay the premium to the grantor within 2 business days of the date of the
agreement - the grantee did not pay the premium within the required time period, and only paid
it to the grantor about two years later, shortly before it purported to exercise the call option - the
primary judge declared that the respondent had validly exercised the option - the appellant
appealed - held: the call option agreement had to be construed according to the objective theory
of contract - there was nothing in the language used by the parties which suggested that,
despite the fact of the parties having executed a formal written contract, they intended that no
contract would become binding between them until one of them had taken a particular specified
step at some later date - it is not uncommon for contracts to have been executed after the date
they bear, and the usual assessment of the parties' intention in such circumstances is that they
should be regarded as having impliedly agreed that the contract when ultimately executed
would operate retrospectively to have governed their relationship from the date which the
contract bears - the agreement should be construed as reflecting an intention to be presently
bound because the grantee had promised to pay the premium - the grant of the option was in
consideration of the promise to pay the premium, not the payment of the premium - the
appellant had not demonstrated that the contractual requirement for payment of the premium
within the stipulated time limit was essential either to the enforceability of the call option
agreement as a contract or to the valid lawful and effective exercise of the option to purchase -
appeal dismissed.
V Quattro Pty Ltd (I B)
[From Benchmark Thursday, 14 March 2024]

Ingeteam Australia Pty Ltd v Susan River Solar Pty Limited & Ors [2024] QSC 30
Supreme Court of Queensland
Applegarth J
Security of payments - an adjudicator under the Building Industry Fairness (Security of
Payment) Act 2017 (Qld) concluded he did not have jurisdiction to decide a claim for about
$2.4million plus GST because of a claim for about $300 for repairing a floor in a shed with some
plywood - this claim was for the cost of a handsaw, a piece of plywood, a roll of tape and a small
amount of time that a licensed electrician took to tape the piece of plywood to the floor, above a
spot that needed repair - the adjudicator decided that the claimant required a licence to do that
work, and because it did not have the required licence, it could not enforce the Operating and
Maintenance Contract, and he did not have jurisdiction - the claimant sought judicial review -
held: the adjudicator did not give the claimant the chance to call evidence or make submissions
on the jurisdictional point - if the adjudicator, in the interests of expedition or for some other
reason, did not wish to give the claimant an opportunity to give evidence and make submissions
about a new matter upon which the adjudicator intended to base his conclusion about
jurisdiction, the adjudicator should not have relied upon the parts of the respondent's reply
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submissions that made new allegations of fact about unlicensed building work - the adjudicator
erred in concluding that the claimant was carrying out "building work" and needed a licence to
do so - the adjudicator also erred in concluding that the carrying out of unlicensed building work
meant that he did not have jurisdiction to decide the payment claim - the adjudicator should not
have made a finding that the claimant had intended to do unlicensed work, which was a serious
finding which had the effect of rendering the contract unenforceable, and to deprive the claimant
of any right to payment under the Building Industry Fairness (Security of Payment) Act - that Act
did not authorise the adjudicator to make a legally unreasonable decision - the adjudicator's
error was material - if the claimant had been given the opportunity to make submissions about
the floor repairs and also what might be inferred, if anything, about its intention at the time of
contract formation, it was distinctly possible that the adjudicator would not have led himself into
error - adjudicator's decision declared void.
Ingeteam Australia Pty Ltd (I B C)
[From Benchmark Wednesday, 13 March 2024]

Davie v Manuel [2024] WASCA 21
Court of Appeal of Western Australia
Buss P, Vaughan JA, & Seaward J
Negligence - the appellant was a Scottish citizen came to Australia on a working holiday and
stayed at a backpacker hostel operated by the respondent near the town of Arthur River - to get
to the farm at which she worked, the appellant drove a car that the respondent provided to
backpackers under an arrangement that the respondent was responsible for maintaining and
servicing the car and the backpackers were responsible for the petrol - while driving to the farm,
the appellant ran off the road, and suffered a number of injuries resulting in incomplete
tetraplegia - the appellant sued the respondent for breach of contract, and pursuant to s5 of the 
Occupier's Liability Act 1985 (WA), and in negligence - the primary judge dismissed all three
claims - regarding negligence, the primary judge found the respondent had breached her duty of
care, as she ought to have known that the speedometer was not working, but that the appellant
had failed to establish causation, as she had not shown she would have driven at a different
speed even had she known her precise speed as provided by a working speedometer - the
appellant appealed only in respect of negligence, and particularly causation - held: the legal
principles regarding factual causation are governed by both the Civil Liability Act 2002 (WA) and
the common law, and the Civil Liability Act guides, but does not displace, the application of
common law methodology on the issue of causation - when the primary judge's finding that the
appellant's evidence was "contrived" was considered in the context of the reasons as a whole,
the Court did not consider that the primary judge meant to convey that the appellant had been
untruthful or in some way dishonest - rather, the primary judge had meant to convey that an
implicit suggestion in the appellant's evidence that a driver makes decisions about speed based
on the reading given by the speedometer was artificial, forced, and unrealistic, and thus
incapable of acceptance - it was therefore a finding regarding the cogency of the evidence
rather than the credibility of the witness - the primary judge had not erred in failing to accord
procedural fairness in this respect - the conclusion of the primary judge was also not illogical or
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unreasonable - appeal dismissed.
Davie (I)
[From Benchmark Monday, 11 March 2024]

Pastor v Aegis Aged Care Staff Pty Ltd [No 4] [2024] WASCA 24
Court of Appeal of Western Australia
Mitchell, Hall, & Vandogen JJA
Defamation - Pastor and Mann were both employed by Aegis Care Staff at an aged care facility
- Pastor claimed that Mann said to Pastor that she (Mann) had heard Pastor say that she
(Pastor) hated working with Africans and could not stand them, in the hearing of a third Aegis
Care Staff employee - Pastor alleged that the statement conveyed the defamatory imputation
that Pastor is a racist, segregationist, and white supremacist - Pastor also alleged that Mann's
statement was repeated by a fourth Aegis Staff employee to further Aegis Staff employees -
Pastor sought to sue Mann as the original publisher and Aegis Care Staff as being vicariously
liable - the Principle Registrar of the District Court refused an extension of time under s40 of the 
Limitation Act 2005 (WA) for leave to commence the action after one year; and granted
summary judgment to the respondents on the basis that the action was clearly statute barred -
the primary judge in the District Court confirmed these orders on appeal - Paster appealed to
the Court of Appeal - held: limitation legislation, and the defences provided by limitation
legislation, operate by reference to the commencement of proceedings in relation to a cause of
action, and not by reference to subsequent steps in the course of proceedings, unless that
subsequent step is seen as the "commencement" of a proceeding by the addition of a new
cause of action - the substitution of one company for another as the employing company being
sued did not introduce any new cause of action - Pastor had always intended to sue the
employer of herself and Mann, but had merely been mistaken as to the name of the entity who
answered that description - the only reason Pastor required an extension of time was the failure
of the indorsement on the original writ, either considered alone or in context of any previous
correspondence in evidence, to identify, even deficiently, any cause of action - the amendment
to the indorsement that had been permitted had introduced a new cause of action relating to the
publication of defamatory matter, and this had occurred more than one year after the alleged
publication - there was no evidence capable of satisfying the primary judge that it was
objectively not reasonable in the circumstances for Pastor to have commenced an action
relating to defamatory statements within one year from the publication - appeal dismissed.
Pastor (I)
[From Benchmark Friday, 15 March 2024]
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INTERNATIONAL LAW

Executive Summary and (One Minute Read) 

Smith v Fonterra Co-Operative Group Ltd et al (NZSC) - Supreme Court of New Zealand
rejects attempt to strike out claim in tort relating to damage caused by climate change. Court
affirms that principles of Maori customary law (tikanga Maori) inform the common law of New
Zealand

 Summaries With Link (Five Minute Read) 

Smith v Fonterra Co-Operative Group Ltd et al [2024] NZSC 5
Supreme Court of New Zealand
Winkelmann CJ, Glazebrook, Ellen France, Williams, & Kos JJ
Mr Michael Smith as an elder and as a climate changes spokesperson for the Iwi Chairs Forum,
a national forum of tribal leaders, brought suit against Fonterra and other large New Zealand
corporations that were engaged in mining or manufacturing. Seeking an injunction, he raised
three tort causes of action: public nuisance, negligence, and a new tort - damage to the climate
system. All three counts were stricken by the Court of Appeal. In reversing this decision, the
Supreme Court examined both climate change as well as legal remedies available in New
Zealand. The Court was very clear that it was appropriate for the traditional or customary Maori
law (tikanga Maori) to be considered in formulating the common law of New Zealand. The Court
accepted as indisputable that climate change threatens human well-being and planetary health
and that the evidence was unequivocal that humans had warmed the atmosphere principally
through the emission of Green House Gasses (GHG). The Court also reviewed treaty
obligations and New Zealand’s comprehensive legislation - the Climate Change Response Act
2002 (NZ) (CCRA). Mr Smith alleged that the defendants were responsible for more than one-
third of New Zealand’s GHG emissions. Mr Smith relied on the principles of tikanga Maori that
establish various obligations and relationships with respect to land, the environment and that a
breach creates a hara (issue) requiring utu (compensatory action) to restore ea (a state of
harmony). The relief sought for all of the causes of action was an injunction requiring the
defendants to reduce net emissions annually under supervision of the Court to achieve zero-net
emissions by 2050. After rejecting the defendants’ claim that the tort claims were excluded by
the CCRA, the Court engaged in a comprehensive review of the law of nuisance as it developed
in New Zealand, the UK, Canada, and the USA, and found that the claim had evolved with the
passage of time. However, to maintain a claim, the plaintiff must establish that the harm was a
reasonably foreseeable consequence of defendant’s conduct, and that the defendant’s act
must unreasonably interfere with public rights. The Court held that the standard required to
strike out a claim had not been met and that Mr Smith was entitled to bring his case to trial
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where he would have an opportunity to present full evidence. As to claims arising from climate
change, the Court found that these were in principle in accord with traditional nuisance cases
where one party contaminated a water course to the detriment of the public and private parties.
The Court said, ’climate change engages comparable complexities [of proof], albeit at a
quantum leap scale enlargement’. As to liability of a single party where multiple parties
contribute to the harm, the Court stated that it was no defence to creating a nuisance that others
were engaged in the same conduct - it is unnecessary that the defendant be the sole polluter,
only that the defendant was a significant cause of the harm - all questions of fact. Relying on
Canadian and American decisions, the Supreme Court adopted the view that everyone who
contributes to a nuisance is liable providing that in the aggregate a nuisance is proven. The
Supreme Court reinstated all three claims for trial where questions include: (1) whether New
Zealand’s law of public nuisance should sanction GHG emissions - And (2) whether the actions
of the corporate respondents amounted to a substantial and unreasonable interference with
public rights? The Court added that the likely legal battleground would involve: causation,
substantiality, unreasonableness, and remedy. With respect to the nuisance cause of action, the
Court concluded that the principles governing public nuisance ought not to stand still in the face
of massive environmental challenges attributable to human economic activity. The Common
law, where it is not clearly excluded, responds to challenge and change in a considered way,
through trials involving the testing of evidence. As the Court allowed the claim for nuisance to
survive for trial, the Supreme Court declined to rule on the remaining claims for negligence and
the proposed new climate change tort. The Court found that ruling on these claims was
unnecessary because the same evidence supported all claims and that they all should go to trial
where they could be fully developed. As to the effect of tikanga on the common law of tort, the
Supreme Court rejected the Court of Appeal decision that the CCRA statutory scheme satisfied
tikanga Maori. Instead, the Supreme Court held that the trial court must engage with tikanga
because part of Mr Smith’s loss is based on tikanga. The Court added that tikanga has been
applied to common law tort actions since 1840. For example, the Court cited to a 2003 Court of
Appeal decision affirming that Maori land rights derived from tikanga were cognisable at
common law. The Court reiterated the continued vitality of tikanga in New Zealand: To
summarise the essential conclusions reached, tikanga was the first law of New Zealand, and it
will continue to influence New Zealand’s distinctive common law as appropriate according to
the case and to the extent appropriate in the case. Inasmuch as the plaintiff Mr Smith is acting
not only in individual capacity but also on behalf of traditional entities, the Supreme Court held
that the trial court must consider tikanga concepts of loss that are neither physical nor
economic.
Smith
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 Poem for Friday 

Near Avalon

By: William Morris (1834-1896)

A ship with shields before the sun,
Six maidens round the mast,
A red-gold crown on every one,
A green gown on the last.

The fluttering green banners there
Are wrought with ladies' heads most fair,
And a portraiture of Guenevere
The middle of each sail doth bear.

A ship with sails before the wind,
And round the helm six knights,
Their heaumes are on, whereby, half blind,
They pass by many sights.

The tatter'd scarlet banners there
Right soon will leave the spear-heads bare.
Those six knights sorrowfully bear
In all their heaumes some yellow hair.
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